The language allows the user to separate control from dataflows; differentiate between memoried and combinatorial elements; create user-defined types; and describe a design hierarchically, thus facilitating the design process. Other excellent hardware description languages in industry today cover various aspects of hardware design and description, but none matches VHDL's total capabilities. The They discuss each of these categories and offer some criticism related to the limitations imposed on VHDL by the VHDL contract. They conclude that VHDL represents a significant advance in state-ofthe-art hardware description languages and that it "may very well be considered ....the first generally accepted standard language." Dan Nash contributed to the original Wood's Hole document which provided the first statement of VHDL requirements. He has also been a consultant to the government on VHDL development. Larry Saunders has acted as a consultant to the VHDL design team.
VHDL provides a foundation for the communities of design automation, design and test, and manufacturing to reduce product cost through improved designer productivity and maintenance capabilities. A standard machine-readable description of design data will enable developers of design workstations, test equipment, and design automation software to provide common data interfaces among their tools. This capability will lead to an expanded array of useful products for hardware design and test. In addition, VHDL will promote efficient machine-tomachine communication of data among participating organizations. Such machine-to-machine communication will enable easy reuse of off-the-shelf hardware products.
Designers will also be able to use design analysis tools to evaluate existing hardware products for use in new applications. Standard human-readable descriptions of design data will facilitate exchange of that data among designers, enabling them to work effectively with design tools. VHDL's special features make it suitable not only as a descriptive medium, but also as a design tool. Thus, VHDL provides a glimpse of a future which will see a giant step forward in the realm of VLSI design and test, just when such a step is imperative.
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